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Abstract 
 
This paper will give background and an update on the 
SEAOCC snow load committee online mapping project 
progress and challenges. The project includes a review and 
determination of the existing state of case study ground snow 
loads. Evaluation of this data’s provenance will inform our 
understanding of the current state of snow design practice, 
while providing for the establishment of uniform and publicly 
available ground snow load data. This approach will improve 
the snow design engineering and building practices in the 
State of California.	
 
Background 
 
The State of California covers 163,695 square miles and is 
the third largest state in the United States. California’s 
topography includes five (5) mountain ranges that experience 
measurable inclement weather and snow. The State’s 
residents, as well as visitors from around the world, enjoy the 
built environment that these areas provide. It is important for 
public safety and for the good of the profession that a 
California Snow Load Online Mapping Tool Project be 
developed for use by structural engineers, building officials, 
and the construction industry. 	
	
The geography of California includes mountainous regions 
that are subject to extreme local variations in ground snow 
loads. Greater than 30% of the State is listed by ASCE 7-10 

as requiring site specific case studies to establish ground 
snow loads. Basic ground snow load information in these 
case study areas is often difficult to obtain for practicing 
engineers and building officials alike, and sometimes the 
provenance of ground snow load information is unknown. 	
	
In the State of California, no statewide maps exist that 
include local jurisdiction snow load values. Currently, most 
local jurisdictions show the snow load data on their web sites; 
however, the snow load boundaries are often not easily 
understood. In some cases, the snow load boundaries are per 
parcel numbers, which is challenging to the engineers to 
figure out these locations. It is not uncommon that engineers 
must place a call to building departments to find out the snow 
load design criteria.	
 
Snow loads are an integral factor in the design of structures in 
many areas of California. In today’s economy, it is 
imperative that the engineering community has snow load 
data that is accurate, easily accessible, and provides an 
interactive online mapping tool which can be incorporated 
into state and national building codes and standards.	
 
SEAOCC saw a need for an online map of snowloads 
enforced by local jurisdictions in California as there is not 
currently a statewide map of snow loading in the CS (Case 
Specific) areas in the snow load map in the CBC.  The 
committee was formed in late 2018 and received a grant from 
NCSEA.  Our first phase began with gathering currently 
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enforced snow loads from Cities and Counties in areas noted 
as CS (Case Specific) in the snow load map in the CBC, 
which has largely been completed.  These snow loads will be 
digitally mapped (most counties provide a table of snow 
loading based on elevation or geographic area) and the map 
will become an online map. The committee is drawing on the 
experience of those who developed the SEAOCC/OSHPD 
online seismic design maps website (seismicmaps.org). 
 
After completion of phase one, phase two of the project will 
be recommending adjustments to currently enforced snow 
loads and perhaps commissioning a comprehensive snow 
load study similar to The Utah Snow Load Study, Bean, 
Maguire, and Sun, Utah State University, 2018.   Our hope is 
the recommended adjustments or snow load study will be 
adopted by the California Building Standards Commission 
for enforcement by OSHPD, DSA, and local jurisdictions.  
Our eventual goal is to provide an online snow load map 
similar to what has been done in Oregon (snowload.seao.org) 
and Utah (utahsnowload.usu.edu) by their Structural 
Engineers Associations. This paper will share what we have 
found as we have gathered currently required snow loading 
and where we are headed.   
 
Currently enforced snow loading 
 
While gathering currently enforced snow loads from counties, 
we have found a wide variety of methods used for snow load 
requirements. Some counties have maps such as Lassen and 
Shasta, some have tables listing snow load by area or 
elevation, and some require contacting the county building 
department to determine snow load such as Trinity. Some 
counties list ground snow load, some list roof snow load and 
some don’t specify what their snow load is.  2016 CBC 
section 1608.2 (and ASCE 7-10 chapter 7) requires an 
extreme value statistical analysis of data available in the 
vicinity of the site using a value with a 2-percent annual 
probability of being exceeded (50-year mean recurrence 
interval) to determine ground snow load in a Case Specific 
area.  It is unknown how counties have determined their snow 
loading.  The committee has focused mostly on counties in 
the Sierras. 
 
Currently enforced snow loads vary widely at county 
boundaries.  For example when crossing from Shasta County 
into Lassen County on highway 44 the snow load goes from 
75 psf to 100 psf and on highway 299 it goes from 50 psf to 
60 psf. At the Southeast corner of Shasta County, the snow 
load is 80 psf while across the county line it is 200 psf in 
Lassen County. The Shasta County snow map areas increase 
in increments of 5 or 10 psf from 25 psf to 80 psf while the 
Lassen County snow map goes has areas of 30, 40, 60, 100, 
150 and 200 psf.  Neither county map specifies if the snow 
loading is ground or roof but they have been enforced as roof 

snow loads in our experience.  The Shasta County snowload 
map is online at 
https://maps.co.shasta.ca.us/ShastaCountyMap/ and the 
Lassen County is available as a pdf. 
 
Currently enforced snow loads also vary widely at similar 
elevations in neighboring counties.  For example, at 3000 feet 
elevation Tehama County requires 30 psf snow load (roof or 
ground is not specified) while Butte County requires 75 psf 
ground snow load.  At 5000 feet elevation they require 50 psf 
and 180 psf respectively.  See Table 1 for snowloads by 
county at 3000 and 5000 feet elevations for counties which 
give snowload by elevation or place/elevation. 
 

County 3000 ft. elev. 
psf 

5000 ft. elev. 
psf 

Tehama 30 80 
Butte 75 ground 180 ground 

Yuba 40 roof - 

Placer 55 ground 200 ground 

Amador 30 roof 50 roof 
Alpine - 50 roof 

Calaveras 40 ground 120 ground 

Tuolumne 35 140 
Mono - 55 ground 

Mariposa 40 80 

Madera 20/30 80 
Fresno 30 100 
Table 1: Selected Snow Loads by County	
 
 
An interesting snow loading is required by the City of Mt. 
Shasta, “The following Snow Loads are for City Limits of 
Mt. Shasta: Ground Snow 86#psf; Residential Live Roof 
Load 60#psf; Commercial Live Roof Load 70#psf.”  DSA 
has required 90 psf roof snow load at schools in Mt. Shasta 
and Siskiyou County requires 60 psf in Mt. Shasta and nearby 
communities. 
 
These variations demonstrate the need for further snow load 
studies in California’s Case Specific snow load areas.  
Development of the statewide map will likely show other 
variations. 
 
DSA has an unpublished snow load book and may require 
higher snow loading than required by the local jurisdiction 
per 2016 CBC section 1608A.4, which states locally enforced 
snow loads “shall be approved by DSA.” This requires 
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engineers to confirm snow loads with DSA.  This has lead to 
redesign of roofs after DSA submittal.  OSHPD has not 
amended the CBC snow load section 1608A. 
 
Online map progress and challenges 
 
A preliminary version of the map has been created at 
www.seaocc.org/snow using OpenStreetMap 
(openstreetmap.org) and Leaflet (leafletjs.com). County snow 
load/geospatial information is stored in the GeoJSON format.	
	
The availability of actual snow load information varied 
greatly from county to county. Table 1 breaks down the snow 
load information collected by the committee by county and 
demonstrates the variability of available information. Some 
counties had no information available while others required 
engineers to contact the county for the load information.  
	
Several counties had maps of varying quality ranging from 
PDF’s of scanned documents to interactive maps. Snow load 
boundaries were delimited using several different delimiters 
including:	
	

• Elevation 

• Proximity to towns/cities (location) 

• Parcel number 

• Sections defined in the Public Lands Survey System 
(PLSS). 

	
Figures 1a and 1b demonstrate variability in available 
information. 	
	

	
Figure 1a: Scanned 1995 map of snow load information in 
Lassen County 

	

	

Figure 1b: Interactive snow load map of Shasta County	
(https://maps.co.shasta.ca.us/ShastaCountyMap/)	
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County 

Snow Load 
Information 

Source 

Snow Load Boundary 
Delimiter 

Del Norte None Available 
 

Siskiyou 
No Map/Contact 
County Elevation 

Modoc Contact County 
 

Humboldt None Available 
 

Trinity Contact County 
 

Shasta Map (Digital) County Drawn Boundaries 

Lassen Map (PDF) PLSS 

Tehama No Map Elevation 
Plumas No Map Location 

Mendocino None Available 
 

Lake No Map Location 
Glenn None Available 

 

Colusa None Available 
 

Butte No Map Elevation 

Yuba No Map Location 
Sierra Map (PDF) PLSS 

Nevada Map (Digital) Parcel 

Placer No Map Elevation/PLSS 
Sonoma None Available 

 

Napa No Map No Snow Load in County 

Yolo None Available 
 

El Dorado No Map Parcel 

Amador No Map Elevation 

Alpine No Map Location/Elevation 

Calaveras No Map Elevation 
Tuolumne Map (Digital) Elevation 

Mariposa Contact County Parcel 

Mono No Map Elevation 
Madera No Map Elevation 

Fresno No Map Location/Elevation 

Inyo No Map Location/Elevation 
Table 2: Snow Load Information by County	
	
As evidenced by the high variability of information shown in 
Table 2, characterizing the different jurisdictional snow load 
data into a unified source is a complex problem. The primary 

challenge faced by the committee lies within the 
inconsistency of how the snow load boundaries are delimited. 
Geospatial boundary demarcation via the PLSS and county 
provided GIS data are relatively simple to convert into a 
GeoJSON format, however delimiters like location introduce 
a degree of subjectivity to boundary identification. Elevation 
is complex technically because elevation data is not generally 
incorporated into OpenStreetMap data. Finally, Parcel 
delimiters require county survey data and can sometimes 
have irregular geometries.	
	
Care is being taken to ensure an accurate portrayal of existing 
county data, however the lack of accurate/easily convertible 
GIS data introduces a source of error into the preliminary 
version of the map. Future progress on the website will 
eventually require vetting of the converted data by the local 
jurisdictions to ensure accuracy. During phase 2 the 
committee plans to work with local jurisdictions to create a 
more cohesive map of snow loads between counties to 
eliminate the inconsistencies noted in the section on currently 
enforced snow loading. The revisions will also provide a 
more consistent resolution of snow load data across 
jurisdictions (eg resolving boundaries defined by the PLSS, 
proprietary county defined snow load information, etc into a 
more unified format).	
	
Next steps and Conclusion 	
	
Future functionality of the website aims to eventually become 
a snow design tool similar to the SEAOCC/OSHPD online 
seismic design maps website including a printable report 
function and include elevation contours. 	
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